- Empowering people
through innovative
technology

what is

what could be

2 billion
are still unbanked

A world where
everyone had access to a
bank account

2 billion
need access to savings,
credit and insurance –
basic financial services

A world where
the poorest in society
don’t have to pay the
most for financial services

2 billion
crave a mobile bank
account which is designed
specifically for them

WHO

A world where
everyone was financially
included

WHY

Blockbonds, a Norwegian
FinTech company dedicated
to banking the unbanked.

To give everyone equal
financial
opportunities
through innovative tech.

By empowering people
through innovative technology, and perfecting the
balance between profit and
impact, we will become a
FinTech unicorn.

“Our dream is a world free
of poverty, and we’re not
going to eradicate poverty
unless we have financial
inclusion.”
- Vice president, World Bank

UN’s Sustainable Development Goals
are at the core of SPENN’s business

HOW

SPENN, our mobile banking
app, which is licensed to
the banks, helps banks
overcome their weak legacy
systems, and cost-efficiently
bank the unbanked.
Through innovative
technology, SPENN bridges
the infrastructure gap.

WHAT

Crucially, SPENN allows
users to send, receive
and store money, and
access other basic financial
services, for FREE!
SPENN also opens up new
revenue streams for the
banks. In summary:
Everyone wins :)

SPEND

DEPOSIT
SPENN offers a FREE
bank account + various
options to deposit.

12:30

Pay bills, buy airtime,
pay merchants, invest.

SEND

SAVE
Save independently or
in groups at a superior
interest rate.

Send money to other
users on demand
for FREE.

LEND
12:30
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SPENN CURRENT

MARKETS

4

Countries

Facilitate short term
loans to SPENN Savers
and Business users.

177m
Unbanked

54m

Smartphones

USD53m

2015

USD19.5m
Capital raised

Company valuation

823k+

USD380bn
Market opportunity

25m

Daily transaction capacity

2.3m+

USD500k+

USD15m+

Company founded

Customers

Transactions

SPENN customer balances

Transaction volume

